Throughout his career, Coleridge often indulged his negative emotions memorably and minutely:

It is a most instructive part of my life, that I have been always preyed on by some Dread, and perhaps all my faulty actions have been the consequence of some Dread or other on my mind / from fear of Pain, or Shame, not from the prospect of Pleasure / – So in my childhood & Boyhood … imaginary fears of having the Itch in my Blood – then a short-lived Fit of Fears from Sex – then horror of DUNS, & a state of struggling with madness from an incapability of hoping that I should be able to marry Mary Evans (and this strange passion of fervent tho’ wholly imaginative and imaginary Love uncombinable by my utmost efforts with <any regular> Hope – / possibly from deficiency of bodily feeling, of tactual ideas connected with the image) had all the effects of direct Fear, and I have lain for hours together awake at night, groaning and praying – then came that stormy time / and for a few months America really inspired Hope, & I became an exalted Being – then came Rob. Southey’s alienation / my marriage – constant dread in my mind respecting Mrs Coleridge’s Temper, &c – and finally stimulants in the fear and prevention of violent Bowel-attacks from mental agitation / then <almost epileptic> night-horrors in my sleep / & since then every error I have committed, has been the immediate effect of the Dread of these bad most shocking Dreams – any thing to prevent them / – all this interwoven with its minor consequences, that fill up the interspaces – the cherry juice running in between the cherries in a cherry pie / procrastination in dread of this – & something else in consequence of that procrast. &c …

The above notebook entry illustrates a typically choking efflorescence of Coleridgean unhappiness. Taken at its face value, Coleridge’s ‘procrastination … & something else in consequence of that procrast. &c’ meant that the poet considered himself incapable of producing great poetry. The point presents itself as a question: how should Coleridge’s wealth of poetic activity in later years be regarded, given that he pronounced ‘The Poet … dead in [him]’ in 1801?

I do not wish to state categorically whether or not the composition of ‘Dejection: an ode’ should be thought of as marking a decisive turning-point in Coleridge’s career, shaping all his future activity (or inactivity); nor do I wish to decide whether or not the poem should be thought of simply as an important episode, only partially related to what came before or
after. To do either would impose on me a heavier burden of proof than I am able to assume in the space available to me here. But it is worth observing that in ‘Dejection’, Coleridge’s thinking revolved around a prodigious paradox: the fact that even as he pronounced himself dead as a poet he was at the same time exhibiting his continuing poetic life by his verbal facility and imaginative play.

With J.C.C. Mays’s argument in mind, that Coleridge was capable of making his negative emotions poetically ‘viable’, I will argue that ‘Dejection’ involves the first conscious, explicit and formal enactment of what I will call Coleridge’s capable negativity, which should be compared, but not confused, with Keats’s negative capability.4 I will concentrate on the version of the poem published in the Morning Post, 4 October 1802, because, in my view, it marks how Coleridge ceremonially discontinued competing with Wordsworth as a poet, by displaying publicly his essential difference from (and possibly his superiority to) Wordsworth, despite the latter’s productiveness. ‘Dejection’ is not simply the gesturing of a poet who is really dead. What, if anything, died? One may be inclined to answer that question with a shade of decadent humour if one recalls J.K. Huysmans’ character, des Esseintes, hosting a sombre, formal ‘dinner in pious memory of the host’s (temporarily) lost virility’. Like Huysmans’ knowingly ‘regulation phraseology [in des Esseintes’] letters summoning relatives to attend the obsequies of a defunct kinsman’, / ‘Dejection’ has an oddly persuasive life of its own. The paradox of Coleridge’s imaginative protestation of poetic death can be solved rather than simply stated: the news of the poet’s death was greatly exaggerated.

Whereas Keats’s negative capability (like Wordsworth’s ‘wise passiveness’”) involves passive achievement, Coleridge’s capable negativity involves the eccentric reactivation of his negated imagination. Keats claimed that he had a tinglingly sensitive imagination which, when it received sense impressions from the outside world, could produce poetry as organically as ‘the Leaves of a tree’. Any anxieties in Keats about the past or the future could not, claimed Keats, contaminate the purity of his contemplation: ‘nothing startles me beyond the Moment’. When, say, ‘a Sparrow came before [his] Window [he] took part in its existence and pecked about the Gravel’.10 According to Richard Woodhouse, Keats had only to see a billiard ball, in order to ‘conceive … that it may have a sense of delight from its own roundness, smoothness volubility & the rapidity of its motion’.11 Keats could accept that truth was beauty and beauty truth without attempting to square the circularity of the idea, and without any non-poetic obeisance to what S.T. Coleridge’s son, Hartley, would call ‘The dull arithmetic of prison’d sadness’.12

Coleridge, ‘incapable [in Keats’s view] of remaining Content with half-knowledge’,13 announced in ‘Dejection’ that he could not gaze profitably: ‘It were a vain endeavour, / Though I should gaze forever’ (III. 42–3). In Coleridge’s intellectual/imaginative hothouse (the poetic fragments, the philosophical theories, and the notebook entries) the natural production of poetry had apparently become impossible. Coleridge felt, or said he felt, he had squandered his energy in dilatory speculation (like ‘a kind of St Vitus’ Dance, eternal activity without action”14), when he ought to have used it to compose poetry. Notoriously, his unfinished projects outnumbered his finished projects:

I should not think of devoting less than 20 years to an Epic Poem. Ten to collect materials and warm my mind with universal science. I would be a tolerable Mathematician, I would thoroughly know Mechanics, Hydrostatics, Optics, and Astronomy, Botany, Metallurgy, Fossilism, Chemistry, Geology, Anatomy, Medicine –
then the mind of man – then the minds of men – in all Travels, Voyages and Histories. So I would spend ten years – the next five to the composition of the poem – and the last five to the correction of it.16

He anticipated, not acquired, the comprehensive knowledge17 necessary for the production of his ‘Epic Poem’.

‘Dejection’ shows Coleridge crossing a shadowline18 of the emotions. In September 1801, he had apprised Tom Poole of his feeling of isolation from his family:

My family – I have wholly neglected them – I do not love them – their ways are not my ways, nor their thoughts my thoughts – I have no recollections of childhood connected with them, none but painful thoughts in my after years – at present …19

By the time he came to write ‘Dejection’, he recognized that he had to stop prevaricating, speculating and deceiving himself and face the truth about himself: his gift was unpecific, and he could never satisfy his mind’s enormous, deleterious need to keep moving, as it dragged with it the unogenous tangle of ‘abstruse research’ (VI. 89) and negative personal emotions. The reminder of self hanging over Coleridge had to be integrated with his diffuse intellectualism in some way, because the former clamoured for more attention than he, his family, friends and editors could satisfy. The process of integration was not one that could be vetted by his fellow writers, because, as Marshall Suther puts it,

in the course of his development as a poet [Coleridge ended up] burdened… with an invalid expectation that vitiated his own experience and led him into confusion and contradiction.20

Coleridge remained fascinated by the scientific disciplines (‘Mechanics, Hydrostatics …’), but, in the context of poetic composition, he found the management of his deficit of self the biggest challenge.21 The way in which Coleridge managed that deficit continues to challenge readers. Nora Meurs has said that “Dejection: an ode” inaugurated a turning point in [Coleridge’s] thinking, by prompting the self-preservation shift to “abstruse research”.22 Whether or not the poem did mark a turning point in Coleridge’s career, it was certainly a public admission of personal disarray. But if there is any truth in J. Appleyard’s view that Coleridge ‘paradoxically invokes the imaginative gift he is denying’,23 then it is likely that the poet of ‘Dejection’ had more than a ‘sole resource’ or an ‘only plan’ (VI. 91).

‘Dejection’ is not primarily Coleridge’s formal recognition of his inability to win ‘from outward forms … / The passion and the life, whose fountains [were] within’ (III. 45–6). Nor does the poem primarily amount to his public application (to himself) for permission (from himself) to jettison the self-protective clutter of ‘Metallurgy, Fossilism, Chemistry …’. In ‘Dejection’, Coleridge recognized in himself the ubiquity of his melancholy. He had already privately recognized that ubiquity (‘I write melancholy, always melancholy’24), but once he publicized it, he could then publicly harness it, and therefore ply his own (recognizably not Wordsworth’s) trade. In documenting (albeit impressionistically) the error of his younger self’s ways (‘Fancy [had] made [him] dreams of happiness’ [VI. 79], and ‘hope [had] grown round [him], like the twining vine’ [VI. 80]), he stabilized. He no longer needed simply to blame his sense of artistic unfulfilment on his family, or his wife,25 whom – be it remembered, before their marriage – he had told Southey he did ‘not love’.26 He instead disclosed his love for the beauty of his own recollections in whose light he stood condemned.

In following the apparition of his sorrows beyond his usual excuses, he reached a vantage point from which he could see the central reality of his personality ‘infect[ing] the whole’
of his personality. He now felt the familiar ache in a new context. He could see how the ‘dull pain’ (I. 20) of his dejection had been misdirecting and diminishing the natural impulses of his creativity. But now that he could lever himself out of the convolution of conscience and consciousness, he could begin new work at his new vantage point. He found that he could turn to poetic account his view of the mechanism productive in him of his sense of failure.

His sense of ‘inachievement’ (Mays, 58) has nothing to do with madness, as Wordsworth contemporaneously suggested in ‘Resolution and Independence’. Coleridge did refer to the wind as a ‘Mad Lutanist!’ (VII. 104), but referred to his own condition as ‘A grief’ (II. 19). Madness would have been too blunt, and even too glamorous, a term to describe the state of mind that ‘Dejection’ examines. Madness has since come to be associated with, say, Charles Baudelaire, in all his rich, gorgeous, cerebral disturbedness. Dejection is pure dullness, and the sufferer, trapped in a ‘colorless’ consciousness, ‘removed from the real throb of the senses’, cannot ‘startle th[е] dull pain, and make it move and live!’ (I. 20). In consciously enacting the slowness, dreariness and dampness of his condition, Coleridge made explicit, without making it too exciting, too literary, or too interesting in its connotations, the condition nowadays known as depression. As John Beer has put it:

Readers … knew that Coleridge had been there before them … the account of the ills induced by over-developed habits of analysis in the ‘Dejection’ ode rendered with unexpected exactitude a drabness of feeling they could recognize.

By 1802, the non-confessional Wordsworth was, in Coleridge’s view, a prolific poet. The subject of Wordsworth’s ‘Resolution and Independence’ was how to beat dejection. Wordsworth told readers that if they felt morbidity getting hold of them, they were to snap out of it, as he did by ‘laugh[ing] himself to scorn’.

In a letter to Poole (May 1802), Coleridge mentioned that ‘Wordsworth is as well as he usually is; & has written a considerable number of small poems’. Coleridge finished the letter with two transcribed Wordsworth poems: ‘To a Butterfly’ and ‘The Sparrow’s Nest’. Or rather, he nearly finished the letter with the transcriptions. Actually, the very last words of the letter were:

I ought to say for my own sake that on 4th of April last I wrote you a letter in verse; but I thought it dull & doleful – & did not send it –

Wordsworth had begun ‘Resolution and Independence’ on 3 May 1802, in answer to the first draft of ‘Dejection’, which had been composed on 4 April 1802. In the above letter, Coleridge was making it known that he considered his poetry too set apart by spleen and too richly lugubrious for the contemporary taste. Coleridge’s imagination was still moving ‘among the tombs & touch[ing] the pollutions of / the Dead’, without inclining Coleridge to ‘laugh.. [him]self to scorn’, like Wordsworth.

In J. Robert Barth’s view, ‘The old moon [in ‘Dejection’] must die if the new moon is to be born’, but even the new moon’s appearance is ghostly: ‘overspread with phantom light’ (I. 10). Coleridge’s enthusiasm for its appearance (‘For lo! the New moon’ [I. 9]) is reminiscent of the Mariner’s (‘Gramercy!’) for the appearance of what was apparently (but was not) a rescue ship. Barth’s view that Coleridge’s ‘imagination has come to life again’ could be reinterpreted less fondly, though more spookily, in the sense that the poet in Coleridge remains ‘dead’, but his spirit haunts ‘Dejection’ like a life-in-death. That would square with Stephen Gill’s view that Coleridge’s ‘number of.. declarations’ of the deadness of the poet in him, though couched in ‘strikingly imaginative prose could
not disguise the apparent accuracy of the self-assessment.

Nicholas Halmi has said that, elsewhere (in ‘Christabel’), Coleridge ‘demonstrates … that … realization depends on denying the audience the opportunity to dismiss the supernatural as a shadow of imagination within the [poetry] itself’. By the ‘swimming phantom light’ (I. 11) of a ‘midnight’ (VIII. 126) moon in winter, the specific acoustic and visual agitations in ‘Dejection’ – the ‘sobbing’, the ‘moans’ (I. 6), the ‘luminous cloud’ (IV. 54), the ‘luminous mist’ (V. 62), the ‘groans of trampled men with smarting wounds’ (VII. 112), and the moans of ‘a little child / Upon a lonesome wild’ (VII. 121–2) – blend felicitously, but in a way that Wordsworthian resolution and independence would not have promoted. Coleridge refined and modulated his ‘haunting sense’ of self-doubt (his ‘viper thoughts’ [VII. 94]) into an idiom unlikely to fit with the flourishes of his competitor; ‘wh[o] ask[ed] to be and c[ould] only be admired’. As Halmi has said, ‘What distinguishes the supernatural, and makes it attractive for [Coleridge’s] purposes, is its very irreducibility to the psychological’. Think how different our experience of ‘Dejection’ would be if the poem ended with the revelation that everything just related was merely the mental excreta awaiting the leech-gatherer’s alchemizing presence. In ‘death’ (permanent inability to be like, or to compete successfully with, Wordsworth), the poet in Coleridge effectively laid claim to his laureateship of ‘failure and inachievement’. It was better for Coleridge to set up, and reign over, the negative commonwealth of ‘Dejection’ than serve in Wordsworthian ‘Resolution’:

Prior to the publication of ‘Dejection’, Coleridge had been verbally deft enough to help make the atmosphere propitious to the reception of the poem. Just as he would require the presence of a Preface to ‘Kubla Khan’ (1816), to contextualize it more alluringly, richly, and suggestively as a fragment remembered from a dream, so for ‘Dejection’ he required the news of the death of the poet in him to be common knowledge. Richard Holmes’s idea that Coleridge ‘was living out what many people experience, in the dark disorder of their hidden lives, but living it on the surface and with astonishing, even alarming candour that many … found unendurable or simply ludicrous’ is important. D.W. Harding has suggested that Coleridge was, just like his Mariner, undergoing ‘the penance of repeatedly … re-experiencing his guilt and horror’ and that his life became ‘the perpetual penance of a man who can never forgive himself’. The wedding guest had been initially disturbed by the physical appearance of the Mariner (his glittering eye and skinny hand), and subsequently moved by the Mariner’s story. But the apparently bodiless speaker in ‘Dejection’, who ‘see[s]’, but cannot ‘feel’ (I. 38) things, could not have accosted the wedding guest with sufficient force. ‘Dejection’ is the ‘realization’ of some of the sort of unsensational feelings that would later be so fully explored by Proust and Tolstoy, but for the time being, would be kicked aside by people hurrying to appointments.

Coleridge’s public realignment of the pieces of his inner life did not necessarily mean an increase in his honesty. The Morning Post version of ‘Dejection’ reflects what Anthony John Harding has called ‘a counter-trend to self-exploration and self-revelation – the rejection of what is too personal and discreditable’. The earliest draft of ‘Dejection’, addressed as a letter to Sara Hutchinson (4 April 1802), contains Coleridge’s ‘half-wish …’ that his own children ‘never had been
born! whereas the Morning Post version contains no such matter. In the Morning Post version of ‘Dejection’, Coleridge found a verbal common denominator with which to define the common condition, depression,54 which was unrecognized by the medical profession until long after Coleridge’s death:55

A grief without a pang, void, dark, and drear,
A stifled, drowsy, unimpassioned grief,
Which finds no natural outlet, no relief,
In word, or sigh, or tear – (II. 1–4)

One does not need to have been psychologically incapacitated by dependence on any drug to recognize the volume of negative emotion condensed in the above thirty-seven syllables (though Molly Lefebure has called the poem ‘opium-sodden’56); nor does one need to have been bereaved.57 In ‘A Nocturnal upon S. Lucies day’, John Donne’s perception of himself as ‘ruin’d’ and ‘re-begot / Of absence, darkness, death; things which are not’58 was probably elicited either by the serious illness or death, of his patroness, Lucy, Countess of Bedford, or by the death of his wife.59 Coleridge had written to Southey in October 1801 about the central importance to the human experience of unclassifiable unhappiness, and the necessity, for many individuals, in accommodating the presence of that unhappiness with bad habits of mind:

We all have obscure feelings that must be connected with some thing or other – the Miser with a guinea – Lord Nelson with a blue Ribbon – Wordsworth’s old Molly with her washing Tub – Wordsworth with the Hills, Lakes, & Trees – / all men are poets in their way, tho’ for the most part their ways are damned bad ones.60

Knowing that ‘damned bad’ ways had ‘grown the habit of [his] soul’ (VI. 93), Coleridge saw the wisdom in accepting the entanglement, but reflecting upon that entanglement. Coleridge’s was a preternaturally sensitive consciousness so keenly attuned to the complexities of existence that it simply could not embrace one view or action at the expense of all others (Wilson, xiii).

He intuitively continued to allow his knowledge (or his unKeatsianly irritable ‘half-knowledge’62) of science and his knowledge of his own emotional weaknesses to interanimate. In 1801, he had told Godwin that ‘I look at the Mountains (that visible God Almighty that looks in at all my windows) … only for the Curves of their outlines; the Stars, as I behold them, form themselves into Triangles’. With something of the ‘newly adventurous skepticism’62 of his friend, Humphry Davy, Coleridge recorded sense impressions with experimentally godless prose, effectively severing ‘God Almighty’ from his view of ‘the Mountains’ and putting Him within brackets.63 But he felt guilty about disconnecting God from the power-source of his lucubration: having accepted the Newtonian postulate with his mind, there was a danger of his accepting it with his heart. (Think of the way his enthusiasm for Hartleian necessitarianism veered towards Berklean idealism in the 1790s, and the simultaneous loosening of his commitment to his son, Hartley, about which Coleridge would later feel guilty.64)

Where Keats, as Christopher Ricks puts it, ‘never relaxe[d] his intelligence but always ha[d] a relaxed intelligence’,65 Coleridge felt ‘bow[ed] down to earth’ (VI. 82) by the pressure of the ‘outward forms’ (III. 45) he had borrowed to help him understand the universe, and, more damagingly, his own life. ‘Keats’s imagination can transubstantiate, can convert gall into manna’;66 Coleridge’s imagination may have changed the appearance of his anxieties, but they remained anxieties. A notebook entry of 1800 illustrates that the prosaic sound of an autumn wind can quickly acquire a prodigious range of negative associations, as it sweeps
across a mind as troubled and complicated as Coleridge’s:

Oct.21 – Morning – 2 °clock – Wind amid its [?brausen] makes every now & then such a deep moan of pain, that I think it my wife asleep in pain – A trembling Oo! Oo! Like a wounded man on a field of battle whose wounds smarted with the cold – 67

Robbed of the elasticity known as perspective, Coleridge was simultaneously upset and intrigued as he saw, not felt (II. 38), the scenes of natural beauty all around him at Keswick in 1802. The state of mind evoked by ‘Dejection’ does not have the enigmatic clarity of an albatross being shot, and, subsequently, a ship’s crew being doomed. That sort of clarity had been made possible by negative capability (or wise passiveness), whereby the unforced idea (Wordsworth’s68) for the sudden, unaccountable shooting of the albatross released a fresh torrent of creative and interpretive possibilities.69 By the time of ‘Dejection’, ‘Although [Coleridge’s] capacity for theorizing and arguing about poetry was undiminished, the power to write it seemed to have yielded against the onslaughts of money worries, ill health, and personal unhappiness’.70 It would have taken the souls of five hundred Coleridges to make up the soul of a Shakespeare or a Milton:71

You would not know me – ! [he wrote to Godwin in 1801] all sounds of similitude keep at such a distance from each other in my mind, that I have forgotten how to make a rhyme …

The central, informing principal of Coleridge’s inner life seemed, to Coleridge, to have died, leaving his far-flung thoughts and feelings (‘habituated to the Vast’72) with nothing special to orbit. According to Coleridge, the dispiriting geometrization of hitherto sublime phenomena even involved physical pain:

– and my hands are scarred with scratches from a Cat, whose back I was rubbing in the Dark in order to see whether the sparks were refrangible by a Prism.

According to his own logic, he became incapable of ‘deep thinking [because it] is attainable only by a man of deep feeling’; he became a ‘lazy Looker-on at an external world’, just the kind of observer he had recently anathematized in his letter to Thomas Poole (23 March, 1801). In ‘Dejection’, the clouds, stars and moon seemed to Coleridge to be part of the blind mechanism – the ‘lifeless Non-I’73 – that Newton took the world to be. In admitting to being an uncreative observer of the mountains, the stars, and the static sparks from a rubbed cat, Coleridge effectively conceded that he had become more like a Newton than a Milton. Yet, as Appleyard suggests, Coleridge announced, and anatomized, the negation of his imagination with paradoxical ebullience:

… my imagination (or rather the Somewhat that had been imaginative) lies, like a Cold Snuff on the circular Rim of a Brass Candlestick, without even a stink of Tallow to remind you that it was once cloathed and mitred with Flame.

He began to realize that he could profess his feeling of heaviness while at the same time creating a vision of almost magical lightness, the elements of which appear to move in relation to him:

… I was once a Volume of Gold Leaf, rising & riding on every breath of Fancy – but I have beaten myself back into weight and density, & now I sink in quicksilver, yea, remain squat on the earth amid the hurricane, that makes Oaks and Straws join in one Dance, fifty yards high in the Element. (CL, ii. 714).

Wordsworthianism, by its very nature, triumphs by managing to contain the torsions
of ‘despondency and madness’. Wordsworth’s exclamation, “‘God, said I, “be my help and stay secure; I’ll think of the Leech-gatherer on the lonely moor’”,74 denotes a reassertion of Wordsworth’s will to live, ultimately an equivalent to Coleridge’s ‘Thus mayst thou ever, evermore rejoice’ (VIII. 139). But, in the instance of that particular comparison, it is Coleridge’s vowels that are encased in the rinds of the softer consonants and therefore the parting, and still plangent, euphony of ‘Dejection’ seems to swell with a ripe sadness. With meltingly exquisite intuition, Coleridge formally and publicly acknowledged how instinctively at home he felt in the dark and malodorous corners of Romanticism. The plaintive plenitude of ‘Dejection’ became – officially – different tastes and textures to be relished from those produced by Wordsworth’s wholesome redoubling of his positive thinking.

In order to make possible his different, haunting presence as a poet, Coleridge was initially obliged to be ‘dead’ as a poet. That entailed his experiencing what it might be like to be inert matter (‘without a pang, void, dark’), buffeted meaninglessly like Newtonian atoms with no instinct to create. ‘The same causes, that had robbed [him] to so great a degree of the self-impelling self-directing Principle, had deprived [him] too of the due powers of Resistances to impulses from without.’75 The ‘weight’ was ‘smothering’, but the poet of ‘Dejection’ was, if unable to ‘lift’ it ‘off [his] breast’ (III. 41), able to see, define, and incorporate that weight with his desire to write:

You will suspect that [melancholy] is the fault of my natural Temper. Alas! no. – This is the great Occasion that my Nature is made for Joy – impelling me to Joyance – & I never, never can yield to it. – I am a genuine Tantalus.76

Coleridge remained ‘a genuine Tantalus’, which is consistent with his earlier impulse to remain ‘Resolved – but wretched!’77 whilst walking with open eyes into a wrong marriage.

Coleridge’s pain was so bad that it had no value to him that he could consider redeemable by a leech-gatherer. Coleridge’s pain was so intense that it had woven itself into his system in a way that it seemed impossible to resolve to beat it, or achieve independence from it. So he staged his ‘death’ in its coils in order to reassert his presence spectrally, ‘sweet[ly] and potent[ly]’ (IV. 57), if not glitteringly. Geoffrey Yarlott’s ‘wonder’ that Coleridge ‘succeeded at all [in ‘Dejection’] in diagnosing a condition which by its very nature was an obstacle to detached analysis’78 is understandable up to a point, but Yarlott did not take the poet’s ‘death’ very seriously. One does not need to agree with Eric G. Wilson’s view of Wordsworth’s ‘lack of intellectual curiosity and ability to endure ambiguity’ (Wilson, 114), but Wordsworthian life-energy would have lost its viability on the Coleridgean side of the shadowline infused with ‘phantom light’, the side where the sound of wind could become ‘a scream / Of agony by torture lengthened out’ (VII. 96–7).

In ‘Dejection’, Coleridge spirited himself idiomatically in and around the components of his ‘wan and heartless mood’ (II. 25). Coleridge thought so little of himself79 that the one thing that justified his existence was his ‘pregnancy’ with ‘men’s’, and ‘man’s’, ‘agony’.80 ‘Dejection’ marks the delivery of that universal agony, and the transformation of Coleridge’s hypersensitive approach to life into an exploitable personal resource. That is not to imply that Wordsworth merely sloughed off his depression with a ‘trite’81 shrug, nor is it to ignore Wordsworth’s equivalent subtlety by implying that he should only be seen as a cheerful comrade, trying to brace Coleridge into positive activity. Wordsworth was, of course, subject to melancholy moods, and Wordsworth and Coleridge were comparably didactic, and comparably inclined to hold up their own experience as instructive. But Coleridge
translated his depression into a unique fusion of public speculation and private introspection under the mantle of depressive idealism, a rejection of Romantic apotheosis in favor of self-dramatizing failure.82

In ‘Dejection’, Coleridge created an idiom in which readers could recognize their own discarded thoughts returning to them in phantasmal majesty. Coleridge’s persona had the selling point of madness, and an aspect of performance art (‘Thou Actor, perfect in all tragic sounds!’ [VII. 198]). He was often able to reduce a disagreeable experience into the perfect anecdote, or the ideal after dinner monologue. He made his account of his having run away from university to join the Dragoons ‘so hilarious that his hearers literally rolled about utterly helpless with laughter and with tears streaming down their faces’,83 but he did not reveal that he had bolted rather stupidly to escape debt and academic unfulfilment.84 At his enraptured best he had all the passion and rich inventiveness of an improvvisatrice and could hold an audience in a trance of mingled wonder at him and worry for him.

In ‘Resolution and Independence’, Wordsworth said that he had lived his ‘whole life … in pleasant thought, / As if life’s business were a summer mood’,85 and that he wanted to give ‘human strength, and strong admonishment’86 to his readers. In doing that, in attempting to cajole his own mind (and the minds of his readers) into peace, Wordsworth broke ‘the circular and mutual influence of thought and feeling’.87 Wordsworth, in his ‘unmalleable individuality’,88 built poems out of his stockpile of recollections. Coleridge was incapable of attaining as ‘firm a mind’89 as Wordsworth, and equally incapable of breaking that ‘circular and mutual influence of thought and feeling’. In the ‘dark dream!’ (VII. 95) of ‘Dejection’, Coleridge picked his way through the detritus extruded by his own ‘neuronal ivory tower’,90 searching for the lost lineaments of the most high in the most low. When he rummaged through the recrements, he did not find any good literary reason to continue yoking his and Wordsworth’s heterogeneous endeavours together. As he felt (or said he felt) the poet in him moulder and crumble away, Coleridge let that poet do so, and when nothing remained of that poet, he felt newly recycled to swell and plump ‘Dejection’ with the fruitful discord of every error I have committed … Dread of … bad most shocking Dreams … – all this interwoven with its minor consequences, that fill up the interspaces – the cherry juice running in between the cherries in a cherry pie / procrastination in dread of this – & something else in consequence of that procrast. &c …91

Amidst the debris of a life lived badly, amidst the guilt (the permanent, inexpungible, lifetime variety that turns the individual into a sort of earnest clown), the dejected poet could not, like Keats, have put his trust in the negatively capable contemplation of a sparrow or a billiard ball; nor could he lift himself clear of ‘despondency’92 and into beneficial spiritual kinship with a leech-gatherer. Having failed to deceive himself by ‘creating self-exculpatory strategies from his own distress’,93 he re-centralized his rhetorical economy in ‘Dejection’, and announced to his readers that he had done so. How closely he remained faithful to the exigencies of that rhetorical economy thereafter is another question.
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